The Nightingale
Kristin Hannah
The global bestseller that is set to be a major motion picture
9781509848621 • Available Now • £9.99 • Paperback

IN FOCUS: KRISTIN HANNAH

The Great Alone
Kristin Hannah
A gripping novel of family, heartbreak and hope
9781035005673 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

The Women
Kristin Hannah
A profoundly emotional, epic story of love, loss and friendship
From the bestselling author of The Four Winds
9781035005680 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

The Nightingale
Kristin Hannah
The global bestseller that is set to be a major motion picture
9781509848621 • Available Now • £9.99 • Paperback

The Women
Kristin Hannah
9781035005680 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

The Nightingale
Kristin Hannah
9781509848621 • Available Now • £9.99 • Paperback

Seven Sisters, One Story
Atlas: The Story of Pa Salt draws Lucinda Riley’s bestselling The Seven Sisters series to its stunning conclusion
9781529003451 9781529003468 9781529005240 9781509840076

AVAILABLE NOW IN B-FORMAT PAPERBACK
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Atlas: The Story of Pa Salt draws Lucinda Riley’s bestselling The Seven Sisters series to its stunning conclusion
9781529003451 9781529003468 9781529005240 9781509840076

THE WOMEN
Kristin Hannah
9781035005680 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE GREAT ALONE
Kristin Hannah
9781035005673 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
ONES TO WATCH

ARAIMINTA HALL

ONE OF THE GOOD GUYS

Araminta Hall

This is what happens when two women have had enough...

‘A dangerously glittering novel’ - Gillian Flynn

9781035018116 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

WHERE THERE WAS FIRE

John Manuel Arias

A novel of love, murder and greed from a stunning new voice

A brilliant tapestry of love lost and found again

9781035041404 • January • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

THE ANTIQUE HUNTER’S GUIDE TO MURDER

C. L. Miller

Introducing your new favourite crime series

‘Who could resist a treasure hunt with murder at its core?’ - S. J. Bennett

9781035021819 • February • £14.99 • Paperback

EVERY TIME I GO ON VACATION, SOMEONE DIES

Catherine Mack

A deliciously fun and fresh mystery featuring a likeable heroine

The first in addictive new series The Vacation Mysteries

9781035020207 • May • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
THE BLONDE IDENTITY
Ally Carter
The fast-paced, hilarious adult debut from a New York Times bestseller
‘A unique, delightful, hilarious, unputdownable romance’ - Ali Hazelwood
9781035038367 • March • £9.99 • Paperback

MORE CONFESSIONS OF A FORTY-SOMETHING F**K UP
Alexandra Potter
As heartfelt and hilarious as the bestselling first novel ‘The new Bridget Jones for our times’ - The Telegraph
9781529088399 • May • £9.99 • Paperback

NEVER TOO LATE
Danielle Steel
An act of terror, a summer of healing and change
9781529088594 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE WEDDING PLANNER
Danielle Steel
A wedding planner helps her clients find their happy ever afters
9781529022209 • January • £8.99 • Paperback

ONLY THE BRAVE
Danielle Steel
A heart-wrenching story of courage and hope set in wartime Berlin
9781529087992 • April • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

PALAZZO
Danielle Steel
Escape to Italy with a powerful story of love, family and legacy
9781529022445 • March • £8.99 • Paperback

IN FOCUS: DANIELLE STEEL
ONLY THE BRAVE
Danielle Steel
A heart-wrenching story of courage and hope set in wartime Berlin
9781529087992 • April • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE WEDDING PLANNER
Danielle Steel
A wedding planner helps her clients find their happy ever afters
9781529022209 • January • £8.99 • Paperback

NEVER TOO LATE
Danielle Steel
An act of terror, a summer of healing and change
9781529088594 • February • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

PALAZZO
Danielle Steel
Escape to Italy with a powerful story of love, family and legacy
9781529022445 • March • £8.99 • Paperback

ONES TO WATCH
BEST OF COMMERCIAL FICTION

HITCHED
J.F. Murray
The laugh out loud rom-com of the year from the BookTok Awards shortlistee
9781529098723 • February
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE STOLEN HOURS
Karen Swan
The second book in the spellbinding Wild Isles historical romance series
9781529084436 • May
£9.99 • Paperback

THE FINAL ACT OF JULIETTE WILLOUGHBY
Ellery Lloyd
A darkly glamorous novel from the authors of Reese Witherspoon pick The Club
9781035020812 • June
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE GHOST SHIP
Kate Mosse
A sweeping historical epic about love on the high seas in a time of war
9781529066936 • June
£9.99 • Paperback

A CALAMITY OF SOULS
David Baldacci
A lawyer puts his life on the line in this gripping historical courtroom thriller
9781035035595 • April
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

ABSOLUTE POWER
David Baldacci
A new look for the book which launched Baldacci’s career as a global bestseller
9781035007486 • February
£9.99 • Paperback

THE STOLEN HOURS

THE FINAL ACT OF JULIETTE WILLOUGHBY

THE GHOST SHIP

A CALAMITY OF SOULS

ABSOLUTE POWER

THE EDGE

IN FOCUS: DAVID BALDACCI

THE EDGE
David Baldacci
The second thrilling novel featuring 6.20 Man, Travis Devine
9781529062083 • November
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
BEST OF CRIME AND THRILLER

BLACK WOLF
Juan Gómez-Jurado
The second in the internationally bestselling Antonia Scott serial-killer trilogy
9781529093759 • March • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

BRIGHT YOUNG WOMEN
Jessica Knoll
A gripping psychological thriller from the bestselling author of Luckiest Girl Alive
9781529080014 • March • £12.99 • Paperback

THE RAGING STORM
Ann Cleeves
The latest novel in the Two Rivers series featuring Detective Matthew Venn
9781529077728 • March • £12.99 • Paperback

GOOD BAD GIRL
Alice Feeney
A tale of pulse-pounding psychological suspense in which nobody can be trusted
9781529090284 • April • £9.99 • Paperback

THE TREES
Percival Everett
The Booker-shortlisted journey into the soul of America’s violent past
9781035036615 • Available Now • £9.99 • Paperback

DR. NO
Percival Everett
A madcap spy satire from one of America’s most prodigiously talented novelists
9781035036462 • Available Now • £9.99 • Paperback

IN FOCUS: PERCIVAL EVERETT

JAMES
Percival Everett
A heartbreaking and powerful retelling of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
The classic tale, re-examined from the perspective of the enslaved Jim
9781035031245 • March • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
THE SERPENT AND THE WINGS OF NIGHT
Carissa Broadbent
The first book in the BookTok-propelled, internationally bestselling Crowns of Nyxia series
9781035040940 • December £14.99 • Trade Paperback

CAN'T SPELL TREASON WITHOUT TEA
Rebecca Thorne
A heartwarming cosy fantasy, with a murderous queen, dragons and a sapphic romance
9781035031009 • May £14.99 • Trade Paperback

ALIEN CLAY
Adrian Tchaikovsky
An exile discovers lost alien ruins and the mysterious builders who abandoned them
9781035031763 • March £14.99 • Trade Paperback

DAUGHTER OF CALAMITY
Rosalie M. Lin
Enter a Jazz Age Shanghai peopled with powerful gangs and vengeful gods
9781035012788 • June £14.99 • Trade Paperback

A POWER UNBOUND
Freyja Marske
The steamy, spellbinding conclusion to The Last Binding trilogy
9781529080995 • November £14.99 • Trade Paperback

SONG OF THE HUNTRESS
Lucy Holland
Two women walk on a knife-edge as war looms in ancient Britain
9781529097414 • March £14.99 • Trade Paperback

HEARTSONG
TJ Klune
The third book in the Green Creek series, featuring burning, queer paranormal romance
9781035002221 • February £14.99 • Trade Paperback

SCARLET
Genevieve Cogman
The League of the Scarlet Pimpernel tackles its most ambitious plot yet
9781529083743 • November £9.99 • Paperback
IN THE LIVES OF PUPPETS
TJ Klune
A queer retelling of the Pinocchio tale, set in the heart of a peculiar forest
9781529088045 • March • £9.99 • Paperback

FRACTAL NOISE
Christopher Paolini
A standalone prequel to the masterful space opera To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
9781035001132 • May • £10.99 • Paperback

THE FIRST BRIGHT THING
J.R. Dawson
Three magically-gifted women try to build a circus – and home – in the ruins of World War I
9781035018215 • June • £9.99 • Paperback

OUT THERE SCREAMING
Jordan Peele
A groundbreaking anthology of brand new stories of Black horror
Introduced and curated by the visionary writer and director of Get Out
9781035040261 • Available Now • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

MARTYR!
Kaveh Akbar
A transcendental debut novel from a multiple prize-winning poet
A story of mothers and sons, empires, and striving for love in a world of loss
9781035026074 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2023

A beautiful and moving debut about a teenage girl’s struggle to transcend herself

9781529094640 • February • £9.99 • Paperback

MAUDE HORTON’S GLORIOUS REVENGE

Lizzie Pook

In Victorian London an intrepid heroine is ready to risk it all for her missing sister

9781529017297 • January

£14.99 • Trade Paperback

WHALE FALL

Elizabeth O’Connor

A beautiful, devastating debut of longing and betrayal in a world in great tumult

9781035024735 • April

£12.99 • Trade Paperback

THE BURIAL PLOT

Elizabeth Macneal

A cat-and-mouse thriller set in Victorian London from the author of The Doll Factory

9781529090956 • June

£14.99 • Trade Paperback

GREEN FROG

Gina Chung

A funny, heartwarming collection of stories inspired by Korean folklore

9781035019458 • June

£14.99 • Trade Paperback
OTHER WOMEN
Emma Flint
A heady, gripping and unforgettable novel of obsession, fantasy and evil
9781509826568 • February £9.99 • Paperback

THE WORLD AND ALL THAT IT HOLDS
Aleksandar Hemon
An epic, continent-spanning story of love in a world in convulsion
9780330515795 • February £9.99 • Paperback

EVERYTHING’S FINE
Cecilia Rabess
A clever, funny, deeply moving love story of two people from different worlds
9781529083194 • June £9.99 • Paperback

SPARROW
James Hynes
The story of Jacob, an orphan in the declining days of the Roman Empire
9781529092417 • April £9.99 • Paperback

THE PRICE OF LIFE
Jenny Kleeman
A series of eye-opening encounters explores how much a human life is worth
9781035004973 • March £16.99 • Trade Paperback

BECOMING EARTH
Ferris Jabr
A brilliantly original investigation into the idea of Planet Earth as a living organism
9781529038170 • June £16.99 • Trade Paperback

CODE-DEPENDENT
Madhumita Murgia
A riveting exploration of the human impact of a world created by computer algorithms
9781529097313 • March £16.99 • Trade Paperback

MAPMATICS
Paulina Rowinska
A gripping exploration of how cartography shapes the world we see
9781035007059 • June £16.99 • Trade Paperback
THE GLASS CLIFF
Sophie Williams
How to change the cultural conversation around female leadership
9781035001875 • March
£10.99 • Trade Paperback

THE POWER OF WORDS
Mariano Sigman
Discover the transformative power of words in this international bestseller
9781035041872 • April
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

HOW TO CALM YOUR MIND
Chris Bailey
How to lead a less anxious life and become more productive in the process
9781035001996 • January
£10.99 • Paperback

MOTIVATION
Stefan Falk
How to find motivation and achieve success, from a legendary performance coach
9781035007088 • February
£11.99 • Paperback

HOW BIG THINGS GET DONE
Bent Flyvbjerg and Dan Gardner
The secrets to planning and delivering ambitious, complex projects on any scale
Shortlisted for Financial Times Business Book of the Year 2023
9781035018956 • April
£11.99 • Paperback

THINKING 101
Woo-kyoung Ahn
Strategies to overcome thinking errors from a noted Yale psychologist
9781529065899 • May
£10.99 • Paperback

FOR THE CULTURE
Marcus Collins
An award-winning marketer unlocks the key to influencing mass behaviour
9781035020034 • May
£11.99 • Paperback

Win Every Argument
Mehdi Hasan
An essential guide to arguing, debating, and public speaking
9781529093629 • March
£10.99 • Paperback

For The Culture
Marcus Collins
An award-winning marketer unlocks the key to influencing mass behaviour
9781035020034 • May
£11.99 • Paperback
THE GREATEST MANIFESTATION BOOK
Vex King and Kaushal
Manifest your dreams, wishes and goals with this powerful six-month daily journal
From the author of Good Vibes, Good Life and his social media star wife.
9781035030781 • December • £22.00 • Hardback

UNSTRESSABLE
Mo Gawdat with Alice Law
A new way to take control of all kinds of stress from the international bestselling author Mo Gawdat and stress-management specialist Alice Law.
‘Everything he writes is an enlightening education in how to be human.’ — Elizabeth Day
9781035022724 • April • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

HOW TO RAISE A HEALTHY GAMER
Dr Alok Kanojia
A guide to gaming addiction for parents from the foremost expert on video game psychology
9781035023833 • March • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

AFFAIRS
Juliet Rosenfeld
An eye-opening, judgement-free exposé on the real reasons that people have affairs
9781035001330 • June • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

SOCIOPATH: A MEMOIR
Patric Gagne
A compulsively readable memoir describing life as a sociopath
9781529094886 • April • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

PLATONIC
Marisa G. Franco, PhD
How the science of attachment can help you find friends and forge lasting connections
9781529075922 • January • £10.99 • Paperback
BEST OF YA

A TEMPEST OF TEA
Hafsah Faizal
A heart-pounding fantasy from the bestselling author of We Hunt the Flame
An orphan girl and her crew get tangled in a heist with vampires
9781529039975 • December • £8.99 • Paperback

OUR CURSED LOVE
Julie Abe
A magical love story set in Tokyo about destiny, choice, and true love
9780265039975 • December • £8.99 • Paperback

TWELFTH KNIGHT
Alexene Farol Follmuth
A rom-com based on Shakespeare’s Twelfth Knight from the author of The Atlas Six
9780265039975 • June • £8.99 • Paperback

HOCKEY GIRL LOVES DRAMA BOY
Faith Erin Hicks
A feel-good YA graphic novel romance, perfect for fans of Heartstopper
9781035041428 • Available Now • £12.99 • Trade Paperback

LUNAR NEW YEAR LOVE STORY
Gene Luen Yang
A heartwarming graphic novel rom-com about fate, family and lion dancing
9781035041886 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

AMERICAN BORN CHINESE
Gene Luen Yang
An important story about race, shame and friendship and now a major Disney+ series
9781035016655 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

HOMEBODY
Theo Parish
Non-binary creator Theo Parish explores what it means to live life on your own terms
9781035017621 • April • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

OUR CURSED LOVE
Julie Abe
A magical love story set in Tokyo about destiny, choice, and true love
9780265039975 • December • £8.99 • Paperback

HOCKEY GIRL LOVES DRAMA BOY
Faith Erin Hicks
A feel-good YA graphic novel romance, perfect for fans of Heartstopper
9781035041428 • Available Now • £12.99 • Trade Paperback

LUNAR NEW YEAR LOVE STORY
Gene Luen Yang
A heartwarming graphic novel rom-com about fate, family and lion dancing
9781035041886 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

AMERICAN BORN CHINESE
Gene Luen Yang
An important story about race, shame and friendship and now a major Disney+ series
9781035016655 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

HOMEBODY
Theo Parish
Non-binary creator Theo Parish explores what it means to live life on your own terms
9781035017621 • April • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
Astrid and the Space Cadets

A rip-roaring fast-paced illustrated adventure through space!
The first in a new series from the bestselling creator of the Claude stories

9781035019748 • March • £7.99 • Paperback

Aya and the Star Chaser

Set in a magical world inspired by Bengali folklore that puts brown girls centre-stage

9781529038323 • March • £7.99 • Paperback

Greenwild 2

The second magical adventure in the New York Times bestselling series

9781035021185 • May • £7.99 • Paperback

Investigators: All Tide Up

The seventh side-splitting full-colour graphic novel following Mango and Brash

9781035015429 • February • £8.99 • Trade Paperback

Agents of S.U.I.T.: From Badger to Worse

The second adventure featuring the wacky co-workers of Mango and Brash!

9781035015481 • February • £8.99 • Trade Paperback

Eowulf

An action-packed comic adventure full of humour and heart

Featuring an unforgettable and iconic new heroine

9781035041329 • February • £9.99 • Trade Paperback
THE GRUFFALO
25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Julia Donaldson
A special anniversary edition of the modern classic, featuring bonus extra material
9781035028399 • January £7.99 • Paperback

TALES FROM ACORN WOOD: HELLO FRIENDS!
Julia Donaldson
A sturdy tabbed board book based on the bestselling series
9781035002457 • March £7.99 • Boardbook

THE BOWERBIRD
Julia Donaldson
The beautiful story of Bert, a little bird with a big heart who is looking for love
9781035092257 • February £7.99 • Paperback

FROG’S DAY OUT
Julia Donaldson
Enjoy a day at the seaside with Frog and his friends in this preschool lift-the-flap book
9781035006885 • April £7.99 • Boardbook

DIG, DIG, DIGGER
Morag Hood
One small digger has a very big adventure in this sweet and funny story
97810350989977 • January £7.99 • Paperback

A LITTLE WORLD OF ANTS
Cara Rooney
A colourful, interactive book about the lives of ants
9781035011124 • April £12.99 • Hardback

THERE’S NOTHING CUTER THAN A PUPPY
Tom Nicoll
A hilarious read-aloud story, featuring a beauty pageant of adorable animals
9781035029027 • April £7.99 • Paperback

CAT NAP
Steve Anthony
The first in an exciting new series from the award-winning creator of Please Mr Panda
9781035029020 • April £7.99 • Paperback
BEST OF PRE-SCHOOL AND NOVELTY

MY FIRST JOURNEY AROUND PLANET EARTH
Campbell Books
A unique and playful first introduction to Earth with giant flaps and peepholes to explore
9781035011964 • February
£10.99 • Board Book

TEN GREEN BOTTOMS
Barry Timms
A laugh-out-loud rhyming countdown story with a surprise fold-out ending
9781035022264 • April
£7.99 • Paperback

FLIP, FLAP, BUILD: ROCKETS
Ben Newman
Flip the pages and build your very own rockets and rovers for an outer space adventure
9781035025336 • April
£7.99 • Paperback

BABIES LAUGH AT TICKLES
Dr Caspar Addyman
A fun interactive sound book with a giant ‘giggle button’
9781035030293 • June
£8.99 • Board Book

WHO’S CUTE?
Camilla Reid
A cute woodland animal book with felt flaps to lift and a surprise mirror ending.
9781035023318 • March
£7.99 • Board Book

WHO’S SLEEPY?
Camilla Reid
A perfect book to share with very young children.
9781035023301 • March
£7.99 • Board Book

FIVE LITTLE DUCKS
Camilla Reid
An amazing counting book with buttons to slide around the page.
9781035023349 • May
£7.99 • Board Book

Introducing a range of joyful preschool books created by bestselling author, Camilla Reid.
CHILDREN'S NON-FICTION

I WONDER WHY THE WIND BLOWS
Anita Ganeri
The trusted question-and-answer series has a brand-new book for a new generation
9780753449936 • March • £9.99 • Paperback

WILDING
Isabella Tree
An inspiring story of hope showing what happens when you let nature take the lead
9781509872844 • March • £20.00 • Hardback

CHILDREN OF BLOOD AND BONE
Tomi Adeyemi
One girl must bring magic back in this first in a gripping fantasy trilogy
9781509871353 • Available Now • £8.99 • Paperback

CHILDREN OF VIRTUE AND VENGEANCE
Tomi Adeyemi
The breathtaking sequel to Tomi Adeyemi's groundbreaking fantasy Children of Blood and Bone
9781509899456 • Available Now • £8.99 • Paperback

CHILDREN OF ANGUISH AND ANARCHY
Tomi Adeyemi
Global bestseller Tomi Adeyemi returns to the world of the Legacy of Orisha
9781035044443 • June • £12.99 • Trade Paperback

CHILDREN OF ANGUISH
And ANARCHY
Tomi Adeyemi
Global bestseller Tomi Adeyemi returns to the world of the Legacy of Orisha
9781035044443 • June • £12.99 • Trade Paperback

LETS MEET TAYLOR
Alexandra Koken
Follow gifted singer-songwriter Taylor’s inspirational journey from growing up on a Christmas tree farm to superstardom
9780753449936 • February • £6.99 • Paperback
CLASSIC LOVE STORIES
Becky Brown
A wide-ranging collection of engaging stories about many different kinds of love
9781035014903 • January • £10.99 • Hardback

A GOLDEN TREASURY OF IRISH VERSE
Lennox Robinson
A captivating and wide-ranging anthology of Irish poetry
9781035026579 • February • £10.99 • Hardback

POEMS TO SWIPE RIGHT TO
Charlie Castelletti
A charming collection of classic poetry encapsulating the nuances of modern dating
9781035020492 • May • £10.99 • Hardback

POEMS ON NATURE
Gaby Morgan
This delightful collection of nature poems is introduced by author Helen Macdonald
9781035026760 • May • £10.99 • Hardback
INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS
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International Director
jonathan.atkins@macmillan.com
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International Sales Director
Open Markets
rachel.graves@macmillan.com
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Senior Sales Manager - EMEA (Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, UAE)
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International Sales Manager
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Senior Sales Manager
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International Sales and Marketing Manager - China
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International Sales and Marketing Executive - Asia
alice.leung@macmillan.com
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Exclusive Markets
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Head of Sales
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charlotte.cross@macmillan.com
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International Sales Manager – India and South Africa
poppy.morris@macmillan.com

Krishna Mulleth
International Sales Assistant
krishna.mulleth@macmillan.com
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Head of International Sales
Digital & Audio / Trade Marketing
daniel.jenkins@macmillan.com

Lucy Grainger
Senior Communications Executive
lucy.grainger@macmillan.com

Reanna Isaacs
International Sales and Marketing Assistant
reanna.isaacs@macmillan.com

Seamus Murphy
Eastern Europe (ex. Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Czech Republic)
seamus@murphyagency.co.uk
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Caribbean, South and Central America (ex. Kingfisher and MCL)
papworthjames@gmail.com
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Caribbean, South and Central America (Kingfisher and MCL only)
david@intermediaamericana.com
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